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Abstract 
Breckenridge, J.W., K. Varadarajan and K.H. Wehrhahn, Chains, multichains and Mobius 
numbers, Discrete Mathematics 120 (1993) 37-50. 
For any finite poset P and any integer k > 0, let up(P) denote the number of k-chains (i.e. chains of 
cardinality k or length k- 1) in P. The polynomial cc(P, X) = C kBO ccn(P)Xk will be referred to as the 
chain generating polynomial of P. Our first results determine the chain generating polynomial 
a(P 63 Q, X) and the multichain generating series m(P 0 Q, X) of the ordinal product P @I Q, for any 
two finite posets P and Q. Using this we determine the Mobius function for certain ordinal products, 
For any integer n> 1 let [n], B,, D,, L,(q) and Il, denote the lattices defined by Stanley (1986). When 
P is one of the posets [n], B, or D, the values of a,(P) for any k > 0 are well known and can easily be 
determined. When P=&(q) or II, we will establish recurrence relations in this paper which will 
effectively determine c+(P). For example, we explicitly determine c+&(q)) for all k 30 when n < 3. 
We also obtain recurrence relations for the number m,(P) of k-multichains of P when P=L,(q) or 
Il,. Using these we explicitly determine m&(q)) for n ~4. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper all the posets considered are finite. For any integer k > 1, by 
a k-chain (resp. a k-multichain) in P we mean a k-tuple (x1, x2, . . . , xk) of elements 
from P satisfying x1 <x2 < ... <xk (resp. x1 <x2 d ... <xk). By definition, the empty 
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set is the only O-chain or 0-multichain in P. For any integer k 2 0 let czL(P) (resp. m,(P)) 
denote the number of k-chains (resp. k-multichains) in P. Thus Q(P) = m,(P) = 1. For 
any set A we denote the cardinality of A by JAI. 
Clearly a,(P)=0 for k>lPI. (However, if IPI>,l, then m,(P)31 for all kk0.) 
Definition 1.1. The polynomial, 
a(P, x)= c &(P)Xk= 1 + 1 &(P)Xk, 
k>O k>l 
will be called the chain generating polynomial of P. 
The following is well known. 
Proposition 1.2. For any poset P, we have, 
(i) mo(P)=cxo(P)= 1; 
k (ii) mk(P)=Cj,l (j-1 k ‘) aj(P)fir all k> 1; 
. . 
(in) &(P)=~~=r (- l)k-j(~I~) mj(P)for all k> 1. 
Proof. Part (i) is from the definition. For (ii) refer to Proposition 3.11.1 (a) in [2]. Also 
it is well known that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 0 
The Mobius function pLp of a poset is defined as follows: 
t 
1 for x=y~P; 
h+, Y) = - 1 ;! pi+, 4 for x -cy; (1.3) x<z<y 0 if x$y. 
For any poset P we denote the poset obtained by adjoining 6 and 7 to P by P. Thus 
P= P G (6, I}; a disjoint union with the obvious partial order. The Ma&us number of 
P, denoted by ,u(P), is defined by 
p(P)= c (- l)k-‘a,(P). 
k+O 
(1.4) 
By a result of Rota [l] we know that, 
W(@ i)=p(P). (1.5) 
The order complex d(P) is the simplicial complex whose k simplices are the (k+ l)- 
chains of P. Then the reduced Euler characteristic f(d(P)) of d(P) is the same as 
&aO( - l)k- ’ L&(P). Hence Rota’s result establishes a link between Combinatorics and 
Algebraic Topology. Many deep results have been obtained in Combinatorics and 
Commutative Algebra using this fink. Also (1.5) has been of immense use in comput- 
ing the Mobius functions of many posets. For a nice account the reader may refer to 
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93.8-10 of [a]. However, if one is interested in calculating c(JP) for a specific poset P, 
calculations involving the Euler characteristic will not be of much use. The purpose of 
this paper is to develop combinatorial techniques for the calculation of a,(P) and 
m,(P) and to apply these in several specific cases. 
2. Chain generating polynomials and Miihius numbers of certain posets 
Let P, Q be two given posets. Let P + Q, P Cij Q, P x Q, and P @I Q denote respec- 
tively the sum, ordinal sum, direct product and the ordinal product of P and Q as 
defined in $3.2 of [2]. The following are well known and easy to prove: 
qJP+Q)=aL(P)+ak(Q) (req. mk(P+Q)=m,(P)+m,(Q)), for any k31; 
W’O Q)= 5 d'h-AQ) (rev. mc(P 0 Q)= i M')m,-r(Q)), 
*=o 




4P 0 Q, W= @‘, XMQ, Xl 
Observing that p(P)=- ct(P, - 1) for any poset P, these in turn yield: 
P(P + Q) = P(P) +P(Q) + 1 
P(P 0 Q)=-P(P)P(Q) 
pP(x, y) if x, Y are in P; 
pp+&, Y)= P&, y) if X,Y are in Q; 
1 0 otherwise. 
if x, y are in P; 
if x, y are in Q; 







Here P ,,={x’~P~x’>x} and Q <y={y’~Qly’<y). Moreover, by (1.5), ,u(P,J= 
pp(x, 1~) and ~(Q<,,)=~~(O~, y). Actually, (2.6) is an immediate consequence of (2.4). 
,&xQ(h b), (c, d))=h’(% CbQ(k d). 
A proof of (2.7) is given on page 118 of [2]. 
(2.7) 
mk(P x Q)=mk(P)mk(Q), for all k>O. (2.8) 
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Lemma 2.9. (i) c(~ (P x Q) = 1 and 
(ii) ‘k(PXQ)=fi g $ (-l)k-‘(lr:)(:r:)CI:)~~(p)~i(Q) (2.10) 
Proof. Part (i) is obvious. Part (ii) follows from Proposition 1.2(ii) and (iii). 0 
Theorem 2.11. For any two posets P, Q we have 
4P 0 Q, X)=4’, cr(Q, X)- 1). 
Proof. Let k be an integer 3 1. Given any r with 1 d r d k, any r-composition (iI, . . . , i,) 
of k, any r-chain x1 <x2 < ... <x, in P and any ij-chains ai < ... <aij in Q, for 
1 < j<r, then it is clear that 
(x1, ai)< ... <(Xl, uI!,)< ... <(x2, u$)< ... 
<(x2, ai:,< . . . <(x,, a;) < . . . <(xr, a;,), 
is a k-chain in P 0 Q. Also, every k-chain in P 0 Q is uniquely expressible in the above 
form. Hence 
‘Jk(P@Q)= c c Mr(P)ai,(Q) ...ai,( (2.12) 
r=l (il. L-)eT*,k 
where rl,k denotes the set of r-compositions of k. Let f(X)= 1 +Cka 1 akXk and 
g(x)=l+c,>, bkXk be any two polynomials (with coefficients from any com- 
mutative ring). Then f( g(X) - 1) = 1 + CkB 1 dkXk, where dk is the coefficient of Xk in 
Writing (ES3 1 b,X”)’ as (ES> 1 bsX”)(Cs3 1 b,X”) ... (Es3 1 b,X”), r times, we see that the 
coefficient of Xk in (ES> 1 b,X”)’ is the same as &, ,irjErr,k bi, bi, ... bi7. Thus 
d,=& c bi, bi, ..’ biV. (2.13) 
r=l (il, , i*)sTr, k 
From (2.12) and (2.13) we see that the coefficient of Xk in cr(P, cx(Q, X) - 1) is precisely 
&(P 0 Q). Hence 
a(P 0 Q, X)= a(P, a(Q, X) - 1). 0 
Corollary 2.14. The Miibius number of P @ Q is given by 
d- 0 Q)=-a(P, a(Q, - l)- 1). 
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For any poset P let m(P, X) denote the formal power series ,Ykbo mk(P)Xk. Observe 
that if 1 P ) 2 1, m,(P) >, 1 for all k; hence m(P, X) can never be a polynomial if P #8. For 
P=& m(P, X)= 1. 
Theorem 2.15. For any two posets P, Q we have 
m(PO Q,X)=c((P,m(Q,X)-1). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.11. Let k be an integer 3 1. 
Given any r with 1 dr d k, any r-composition (iI,. . . , i,) of k, any r-chain 
x1 <x2 < ... <x, in P and any ij-multichains ai < ... <ai3 in Q, it is clear that 
(x1, ai)< ... <(x1, ai’,)<(x,, a:)< ... <(x2, at’,)< ... <(x,, aI)< ... <(x_ a;), 
is a k-multichain in P 0 Q. Also, any k-multichain in P @ Q is uniquely expressible in 
the above form. Hence 
mdPOQ)= c c ar(P)mi,(Q) ‘.. mi,(Q). (2.16) 
r=l (il.. ,L-)~r,,k 
If fv)=1+CkB1 akXk and g(X) = 1 +C kal bkXk are formal power series (with 
coefficients from any commutative ring) having 1 as the constant term, we have 
f(g(X)-l)=l+&&, k d Xk, where dk is the coefficient of Xk in 
The rest of the proof is the same as for Theorem 2.11, with m(P 0 Q, X) and 
m(Q, X) replacing x(P 0 Q, X) and a(Q, X) respectively and cc(P, X) remaining 
unchanged. 0 
Remark 2.17. From (2.3) and (2.4) we see that the Mobius numbers of P+Q and 
P 0 Q depend only on ,u(P) and p(Q). Also using the fact that the ‘unreduced Euler 
characteristic’ x(d(P x Q)) is the same as ~(d(P))x(d(Q)) we see that p(P x Q)+ 1 = 
(p(P)+l)(p(Q)+ l)from which we get p(PxQ)=p(P)p(Q)+p(P)+p(Q). However, 
later we will see from specific examples that ,a(P 0 Q) . IS not just a function of ,a(P) and 
p(Q) alone. 
Proposition 2.18. The Miibius function ppoa of P @ Q 
,acpo~~((x, a), (x, a))= 1 for all (x, a)EP 0 Q, 
is given by 
PP~Q((X, 4, (x, b))=p&, b) for any XEP; a, bEQ, 
~P@Q((x,a)> (Y> b))= 
AQ>,)N 0 Q)p(Q,d whenever x<y in P, 
if X$Y, 
(2.19) 
where Z={z~Plx<z<y}, Q,a=(cEQIc>a} and Qcb=(cEQIc<b). 
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Proof. For any XEP, the map a-(x, a) is an order isomorphism of Q onto the 
subposet {x} x Q of P x Q. Hence we have only to verify the third equation in (2.19). 
Let E={(u, C)EPX Ql(x, a)<(~, c)<(y, b)}. Clearly, E=(x) x Q,,6(1@ Q)u 
{y} x Qcb with the union being disjoint. Moreover any (x, c) in (x} x Q,. satisfies 
(x, c)<(u, d) for all (u, d&IO Q and (u, d)<(y, c) for any (y, c@(y) x Qcb. Thus 
E=((x} x Q>A 0 (10 Q) 0 ({y} x Q<t,). Hence 
~~sa((x, 4 (Y, N)=P(E)=P(Q~JPU 0 Q)r4Q<d 
from iterated application of (2.4). 0 
Walker [3] has obtained a formula for ,u(P+~Q), where R is an order ideal in 
P x Q. When R is of the form A x B with A an order ideal in P and B an order ideal in 
Q, it is easy to obtain the chain generating polynomial of P + RQ. Recall that P + R Q as 
a set is the disjoint union of P and Q. The partial order on P + RQ is given by x d y if 
one of the following is true: 
(i) xdy in P; 
(ii) x>yinQ;or 
(iii) (x, y)~ R. 
When R = A x B, any k-chain, for ka 1, in P+ RQ is either a k-chain in P or 
a k-chainin Q* (thedual ofQ),orisoftheform~~< ... <Xi<yi+i>yi+z> ... >yk, 
with x1 < ... <xi an i-chain in P, and yi+ I> .‘. >yk in Q and (xi, yi+l)EA x B. Since 
A and B are order ideals in P and Q respectively, we get x,EA, ~,EB for 
1 drdi, i+ 1 bsbk. Hence 
k-l 
crk(P+RQ)=ak(P)+ak(Q)+ C %(A)@k-i(Bh 
i=l 
(2.20) 
From (2.20) we immediately get the following. 





Note. Since p(Q)=p(Q*) and P+Q=P+oQ*, P@Q=P-tpx~*Q*, Equation (2.22) 
generalizes (2.3) and (2.4). 
Examples 2.23. In the following examples the poset [l] will be regarded both as 
a chain and an antichain. Also m, n will denote integers > 1. 
(i) A non-empty poset P is an antichain if and only if a(P, X) = 1 + nX for some 
integer n 3 1. In this case /P I= n. 
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(ii) In the poset [n] the k-chains are exactly the k-subsets of [n] (the 
k-multichains are exactly the k-multisubsets of [n]). Thus ak([n])=(;) and 
m,([n])=(“~k;l)=(“+~-l). 
(iii) Since B, N [2]” (the direct product of n copies of the poset [2]) we see that 
m,(B,)=(k+ 1)“. In the notation of [Z], for any poset P, mk(P) is the same as 
Z(P, k+ 1) (page 129 of [2]). Hence we have a verification of Example 3.11.2 of [2], 
that Z(B,, k + 1) = (k + 1)“. From Proposition 1.2 we get 
aO(B,)= 1 and c+@,,)= 2 (- l)k-j(lz:) (j+ 1)“. 
j=l 
(2.24) 
(iv) Let IZ be an integer 22 and 12=p:l ... p:, with pl, . . . , pr distinct primes and 
k 1, ... 3 k,integers 21, for l<i<r. The map 4:D,+[k1+l]x ... x[k,+l] defined 
by NP‘? ... pp) = (a1 + 1, . . , a, + 1) for 0 < ai < ki is known to be an isomorphism of 
posets. Hence, 
(2.25) 
for all j>O (from (2.23)(ii) and (2.8)). 
Proposition 2.26. Let n be an integer 2 1. For any integer k satisfying 19 k < n + 1 let Gk 









for any k satisfying 1 <k< n+ 1, where the terms on the right-hand side of (2.28) are 
multinomial coeficients. 
If k>n+2 we have 
k 
c (_ l)k-j 
j= 1 
(2.29) 
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Proof. The proof consists in calculating the number of k-chains @$(&) in two different 
ways. Observing that B, =.l(n [l]) were n[l] is the antichain with n elements, we see 
that B, is a graded poset of rank n. Hence Ma = 0 for k 2 n + 2. This combined with 
(2.24) immediately yields (2.29). Denoting the elements of the poset n[l] by a,, . . . , a,, 
for 1 d k <n+ 1, a typical k-chain in B, will be of the form E, cE2 c ... c Ek with 
Ejc(al,..., a,},IE,I~O,IEj+,I>IEjIfor l<j<k-l.Thenumberofsuchk-chains 
with IEil=ii, IEj+i/-IEjI=ij+l for l< jdk-1 is precisely 
n n-i, 
(J( 
. . . 
11 12 ~=[il,i2 ,..., :,a-r;l’ 
Since each Ej is a subset of {ui , u2, . . . , a, > and ij 3 1 for 2 < j < k we see immediately 
that il, . . . , ik have to satisfy the restrictions of (2.27). It follows that 
ak(Bn) = 
’ [h, 2....~~,n-ri, i) 
(il,...,ik)eGk . i 
for 1 < k<n+ 1. Combining this with (2.24) we immediately get (2.28). 0 
Examples 2.30. (i) Let A, denote the antichain with m elements. For any poset P, it is 
easy to see that A, @ P 2: P + ... + P (m-copies). From repeated application of (2.1) we 
get 
a(& OP, X)=mcr(P, X)-(m- 1) 
= 1 +m(a(P, X)-l), (2.3 1) 
which agrees with the calculation of cc(& @P, X) obtained from Theorem 2.11. 
Theorem 2.11 also yields cr(& @ A,, X)= 1 +mnX, which confirms the fact that 
A, 0 A,NAmll. Finally, from Theorem 2.11 we immediately get 
a([m] 0 &X)=(1 +nX)“, (2.32) 
a([m] 0 [n], X)=(1 +X)mn (2.33) 
Clearly [m] @ [n] N [mn] and formula (2.33) is in agreement with this fact. From (2.32) 
we see that 
p([m] 0 A,)=-(1 -n)m. (2.34) 
For any m>l, we know that p([m])=O and for any n>l,p(A,)=n-1. Formula 
(2.34) shows that ,u([m] 0 A,) depends also on m and not just on (n- 1) alone. This 
illustrates the last part of our earlier Remark 2.17. 
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(ii) As an exercise we explicitly evaluate the Mobius function of the poset [m] 0 A, 
using Proposition 2.18. 
1 if i=j and a=b; 
0 if i=j and a#b; 
pL,lBA,((i, a), (j, b))= - 1 if j=i+l; 
-(I _,)j-i-1 if i+l<j in [ml; 
0 if ig j in [ml. 
3. Recurrence relations satisfied by ak(L,(q)) and mk(L,(q)) 
In this section q will denote a power of a prime and F, the finite field with 
q elements. nwill denote an integer z 0 and K(q) the vector space of dimension n over 
F,. We write L, = L,(q) for the lattice of subspaces of V,(q). For any integer j satisfying 
O< j< n, [J] will denote the q-binomial coefficient; namely 
n [I 0 =l for all n>O, 
n [I (q”- l)(q”-q) . ..(q”-qj_l) . j =(qj_ l)(qj_q) . . . (qLqj-l) If “jGn’ 
Forj>n, by convention [i] =O. As is well known [cf. Proposition 1.3.18 of [a]], [‘J is 
equal to the number of j-dimensional subspaces of V”(q). For any finite-dimensional 
vector space V we write L(V) for the lattice of vector subspaces of V. 
For any integer k 3 0, let CC,+, n denote the number of k-chains in L,. For k > 1, let Y&, n
be the number of k-chains WI c W, c ... c W, in L, with WI = 0. 
By convention CX~, n = 1. 
Also it is clear that 
~~,~=l for all n>O and ~l~,~=y~,“=O if k>n+ 1. 
Moreover, c(~, n is the total number of vector subspaces of V,(q). Hence, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
cb=[;]+[;]+ . . . +[n:l]+[:]. (3.3) 
Proposition 3.4. For any k>, 1, we have 
n 
ak,n=Yk,n+ [I 1 Yk,n-1 + “’ +[nrk]?k,k+[n_;+l]~k,k-l. t33 
Proof. Given a vector subspace W of V,= V,(q), there is a bijective correspondence 
between k-chains WI c W, c ... c Wk in L, with Wl = W and k-chains 
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w,c m2c ... c qk in L( V,/ W) satisfying w1 =O. If dim W=j then dim V,/ W=n-j. 
Hence the number of k-chains WI c W, c ... c W, in L, with dim WI =j is the same 
as [J] Yk,n_j. Summing Up we get (3.5). 0 
Lemma 3.6. For any integer k>2, we have 
Yk,n=@k-l,n-Yk-1,n. (3.7) 
Proof. Any k-chain WI c W, c .‘. c Wk in L, with WI =0 yields a (k-1)-chain 
mzcI?3c “’ cmk in L, with W, #O. Conversely, given any (k - 1)-chain 
w,c w,c .‘. cwk with W,#O in L,, we see that Oc W,c W,c ... c Wk is a k- 
chain in L, with the first element he zero subspace of V,. Clearly these processes are 
inverses of one another. The number of (k- 1)-chains W, c W, c ... c Wk in L, with 
W,#O is clearly tik_l,n-yk-l,n. Hence the result. 0 
Remark 3.8. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) give us the values of yl,n and tll,n for all n. Also 
(3.7) gives y2,n for all n and then (3.5) will give us rx2,n for all n. Assuming that for 
a certain k B 3 we have determined yk _ 1, n and &_ i, n using (3.7) we can determine 
ak,n for all n. Thus the recurrence relations (3.5) and (3.7) together with the initial 
conditions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) effectively determine ak,n for all k and all n. For 
instance, 
Y2,n=~l,n-Yl.n =I+[;]+[;]+ . . . +[,:,I 
and, 
n 
MZ,n=Y2,n+ [I 1 Yz,n-1+ ... +[H~2](1+[:])+[n~l]’ 
In Table 1 we record the values of yk, n and &, n for n d 3. These are calculated following 
the procedure described above. 
From Proposition 1.2 we know that for any poset P we can find all the n&(P)% if we 
know all the &(P)‘s and vice versa. However if P=L,, we are able to obtain 
recurrence relations between the mk(L,)‘s, simplifying their calculation. 
Table 1 
cq_ =ct,(L.) and yk.” for small values of k and n. 
k % 0 Q, 1 a!+, 2 a,, 3 Yr, 0 Yk, 1 Yk.2 Yn. 3 
I 1 2 4+3 2q=+2q+4 1 1 1 1 
2 0 1 2q+3 q3+6q2f6q+5 0 1 q+2 2qz+2q+3 
3 0 0 q+l 2q3+6q2+6q+3 0 0 q+l q3+4qz+4q+2 
4 0 0 0 q3+242+2q+l 0 0 0 q3+2$+24+1 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Let mk, n = m,&). By definition we have m,, n = 1 for all n > 0 and it is easy to see that 
mk,O= 1 for all k>O. (3.9) 
Proposition 3.10. For any k2 1, 
n 
mk,n=mk-l,n+ [I n 1 mk-l,n-l+ “’ + L 1 n-l mk-l,l+mk-l,O. (3.11) 
Proof. Given a vector subspace W of V,, there is a bijective correspondence between 
k-multichains W, c . . . E Wk in L, with WI = W and (k- l)-multichains WI E 
wzs . . . E mk in L( V,/ W). Hence the number of k-multichains WI C W, C .+. E Wk 
in L, with dim WI =j is the same as [y] mk_ 1, n-j. Summing up we get (3.11). 0 
Since ml,, is the same as the total number of vector subspaces of V, we have 
mI,n=l+[T]+ ..* +[nr,]+l. (3.12) 
Remark 3.13. Using (3.12) and repeatedly applying (3.11) we can calculate the value of 
mk,n for any k and n. 
Proposition 3.14. 
(3.15) 
Proof. From Proposition 3.10, using the fact that mk, o = 1 for all k>O we get the 
following equations: 
n 
m k,ncmk-I,“+ mk-l,n-l + “’ + 
[ 1 n-l mk-l,l+lt 
n 
mk-l,nrmk-2,n+ mk-2,n-1 + .” + 
[ 1 n-l mk-2,1+ly 
. ..=... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ml,.=l+[;]+ ... +[nrl]+l. 
Adding all these equations and cancelling 151: mj,. on both sides we get equation 
(3.15). 0 
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Remark 3.16. (i) Any k-multichain in L1 is of the form 0 E .. . c 0 G I/, E ... c Vi, 
with i zero subspaces and (k - i) subspaces equal to the full vector space Vi, for 
0 d i < k. Hence, 
mk,,=k+l. 
(ii) Using (3.17), (3.9) and (3.15) we get 
(3.17) 
(iii) Now, 1:~; mj, 1 =(“;I) and, 
Hence we have from (3.15) 
(iv) Similarly, 
hence, 
4. Recurrence relations satisfied by ak(&,) and m,(n,) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
In this section n will denote an integer > 1, n,, will denote the lattice of partitions of 
the set [n] and k an integer > 0. The element 6 of n, is the partition ({l}, (2}, . . . , (n}) 
of [n]. Let j&, n = c(k(n,) for k 2 0 and for k 3 1 let ?jk, , be the number of k-chains in f17, 
with the zero element of n, as the first element. By definition PO, n = 1 for all n B 1. 
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Proposition 4.1. For any k > 1, we have 
Bk,n=Yk,n+W, n- lh,.-1+ ... +SkL whc,2+wb lhk, 1, (4.2) 
where S(n, j) are Stirling numbers of the second type. 
Proof. Let 7-c be any element of 17,. If 1~1 denotes the number of elements in the 
partition, then it is known that the interval [z, ^i] in II, is isomorphic to II, where 
r = ITC[ (page 128 of [2]). Also 17, is a graded poset; the rank p(x) of 7~ is given by 
p(x)= n- 1x1. It is clear that the number of k-chains in [x, 11 which begin at the zero 
element of the poset [z, 11 is the same as the number of k-chains in n, beginning at 7~. 
The number of elements of rank p in 17, is S(n, n-p). Thus summing up over elements 
of rank p, 0 <p d n - 1 (the rank of 17, is n - 1) we get the equation 4.2. 0 
Proposition 4.3. For k 3 2, we have 
Vk,“=Pk-I,Jl-%-l,Pl. (4.4) 
Proof, The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.6 and hence omitted. 0 
Remark 4.5. It is clear that for every n>, 1, 
111,,=1. (4.6) 
Also, P1,n is the number of elements in II,, which is the nth 
Bell number B(n) (page 33 of [2]). (4.7) 
If k B 2 and if we know the values of /jk_ 1, n and +- 1, n using (4.4) we get the values of 
qk, n and then using (4.2) we get the values of Pk, ,,. 
For n d 3, we can determine lJk, n easily. n, is the poset with only one element. Thus 
bl,l=l and /?k,1=0 for ka2. ZZ2 is the poset (6, I} with two elements (namely 
({I), {2))=OEG and {1,2}=?~n,). Thus, j?1,2=2, &=l and /3k,2=0 for k>3. 
For the poset U3, we easily see that PO, 3 = 1, fil, 3 = 5, /j2, 3 = 7, fi3, 3 = 3, and /jk, 3 = 0 
for k>4. 
For the number m&II,,) of k-multichains in II,, we have the following type of 
recurrence relation. 
Proposition 4.8. For any integer k> 1 we have 
m,(n,)=m,-,(n,)+S(n,n-l)m,-,(n,_,)+ ... +S(n, l)mk_,(nl). (4.9) 
Proof. For any EEZI”, the number of k-multichains in ZZ, beginning with ‘II is the same 
as the number of (k- 1)-multichains in the interval [z, I]. Since [z, i] ~n~_~(~), 
where p(x) is the rank of 7~, we get equation 4.9 by summing up over elements of rank 
p with O<p<n- 1. 0 
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Since lYZ, is the poset with just one element we 
mI(ZZ,)=B(n), the nth Bell number. 
Proposition 4.10. For any k> 1, we have 
/k-l \ 
have mk(nI)= 1 for all k. Also 
(4.11) 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.14, hence omitted. 0 
Since ZT, is the set with 6, ^ i as the only two elements, we see that q(n,) = (k + 1). 
From (4.11) we see that 
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